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Student protests proposition 8 on campus

opinion

Michael Ahmad blends activism and performance in a unique demonstr ition
ANNE SLAGILL
NFWS FDITOR

Recent theft raises
questions of security
on campus.

The passing of Proposition 8
has inspired protests throughout
San Diego, including one this
past weekend that attracted an
estimated 25,006 participants.

While some activists marched
en masse, junior Michael Ahmad
chose to lock himself in a cage.
His artistic demonstration, which
he titled "Plastic Fruit for Hungry
Mouths," drew a crowd outside
of the UC during
dead hours

last Thursday.
Ahmad sat unspeaking in a
metal dog cage that was lined
with newspapers. A sign attached
to the cage read, "Do not feed
the homosexuals." Three paper
grocery bags placed just out of
his reach were filled
with plastic fruit and
labeled "Life," "Lib
erty" and "The Pur
suit of Happiness."
Some onlookers
found the demon
stration
laughable.
"I think this is weird

Joey Bailey, a soph nore, said.
Others, including
Professor
Evelyn Diaz-Cruz of the Theater
Department, saw it as a poignant
example of performance protest.
"This is heartbreaking. It's
humiliating and he puts it right in
our face so that we can see how
we treat members of our society
like animals," Diaz-Cruz said.
During
his
performance,
Ahmad shook the cage and
signed desperately for food.
Many were startled and responded
See PROTEST, page 4
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Professor reads poems in packed theater
CYNTHIA DUNCAN
STAFF WRITFR

HI \ ' * 5

Metro Station talks
about new album in
exclusive interview.

SPORTS

USD's own professor of
poetry and creative writing,
Dr. Jericho Brown, presented
his poetry as part of this year's
Cropper Series. The theater filled
quickly and people sitting on the
floor had to be led into an over
flow room this past Friday.
Brown read 11 poems from
his book "Please," the design
of which is meant to remind the
reader of a music album. In ad
dition to the jacket resembling
an album cover several poems
are titled as track numbers and
the book is divided into three

sections Repeat,
Pause
and
Power,
with
the single word
Stop on the page
following
his
final poem.
During
the
question
and
answer session
after his read
ings,
Brown
said that when
| RY/fi BRENNAN/T'HE VISTA
creating poetry
Dr. Brown reads his poems with passion.
"the metaphor is
music...you manage something that reading poems aloud is an
on the page so readers can hear integral part of understanding
it come off the page even though
See BROWN, page 3
the voice isn't there." He feels
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Construction crews seem
ever-present on campus, but
the opening of the Student Life
Pavilion next fall will mark the
beginning of yet another pfl§se
of campus development. It has
been called the "2020 Plan" for
its presumed date of completion.
Though currently in its earliest
stages, it will be the master plan
for the campus.
Before building can begin, a
long and complex series of events

must take place. "We are in that
visioning stage right now," Roy
Heynderickx, Vice President of
Finance and Administration, said.
"How do you vision the institu
tion 12 years from now? How do
you anticipate students, technol
ogy and social factors changing?
How might the campus need to
react to those changes? Those are
the kinds of questions we need to
be asking right now."
Heynderickx was selected
last year to be Chair of the 2020
Plan. He explained that the cur
rent goal is to get people to think

LIZ BUCKLEY
FDITOR IN CHIFF

about the campus from a broad
perspective in order to determine
how it should evolve. He stressed
that all of the ideas for projects
are flexible and prone to change.
Some of the various possi
bilities being considered include
plans for budding programs such
as the engineering program in
the School of Business, which
may grow to become a School of
Engineering.
Also under consideration are
questions about student housing.
See PLAN, page 5

See MURDER, page 3

Next set of plans are scheduled to be completed by the year 2020
DORIS VORONCA

USD students react

21-year-old Christopher Ross
Connor was found dead in his
Mission Beach apartment at
12:28 a.m. on Nov. 16.
Police have arrested neighbor
Brandon Callanan, 29, who al
legedly visited the victim and
was involved in a ttal altercation
with him. Accor ng to authori
ties no weapon appears to have
been used, although autopsy re
sults have not been released. As
of press time, Callanan is being
held in prison, without bail, on
the suspicion of murder.
.The apartment, 2620 Bayside
Lane, by Niantic Court, is close
to home for many USD students
who live at Mission Beach.
"I live near the scene of the
murder. In some ways this news
is surprising. That part of Mis
sion Beach is very quiet; it seems
safe. However, there isn't really
a strong sense of community.
Neighbors don't really ever see
each other, and rarely get to know
each other," senior Tom Nash,
who lives on Sunset Court said.
"It reflects that Mission Beach is

University has big plans for new development
USD men's
basketball rolls over
Nevada with ease Jrr

Homicide on
Mission Beach
causes worry
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Nothing has the ability to enhance
my feelings of gratitude like a gravysoaked slice of Thanksgiving turkey.
I cannot begin to express the disap
pointment I felt when my parents
confessed that they intend to prepare
ham for our family gathering next
Thursday. The word of the week is
a gesture of homage to the lucky bird
that gets to live this year.
The feast-worthy food is named
for a country, which is named for its
people. We know them as the Ottoman
Turks, but it was a different group, the
Seljuk Turks, who first caught the at
tention of English speakers.
During the time of the Third Cru
sade. Richard the Lionhearted fought
a Muslim hero, Saladin. Though
Saladin was actually a Kurd, his name
became associated with the Muslim
Turks. The news of his victories
brought the word Turk to England and
Turkey became the established name
for their land.
The rest of the story is a confusing
tale of misnomers and bad geogra
phy. The English were eating Guinea
fowl in the 1500s. These birds were
accurately named for their country of
origin, but many people were under
the impression that they came from
Turkey or India. When birds from
the Americas appeared on the British
menu, people mistakenly believed that
they were of the same family as the
Guinea fowl and called them turkeys.
In fact, the birds were originally
from Mexico and domesticated by
Native Americans.
The Spanish
conquistadors brought them back to
Spain and from there they spread to
wider Europe.
Benjamin Franklin thought that
the turkey should be our national
symbol. He was disappointed when
the eagle was chosen. "For the truth,
the turkey is in comparison a much
more respectable bird, and withal a
true original native of America . He is
besides, though a little vain and silly,
a bird of courage, and would not hesi
tate to attack a grenadier of the British
Guards who should presume to invade
his farm yard with a red coat on,"
Franklin said.
I can only imagine what Thanks
giving dinners would be like if old
Ben's wishes had been realized.

News Editor: Anne Slagill
Asst. News Editor: Allyson Hunt
aslagill@usdvista.com

1990 The pop group
Milli Vanilli is stripped of a
Grammy Award because the
duo did not Sing at all on the
Girl You Know
It's True" album.
Session musi
cians had pro
vided all of
the vocals.

1962 President John F. Ken
nedy agrees to lift the Ameri
can blockade of Cuba, ending
the Cuban Missile Crisis.

1905 Albert Einstein's
paper "Does the Inertia of
a Body Depend Upon Its
Energy Content?" leads to
the mass-energy equivalence
formula, E = MC2.

1963 U.S. Vice-President
Lyndon B. Johnson is sworn
in as the 36th president of the
United States following the
assasination of John F. Ken
nedy.

1936 First issue of "Life"
magazine hits newsstands.
The cover photograph, by
Margaret Bourke-White, fea
tured the Fort Peck Dam.

HISTORY.COM, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Campus invited to participate in Dr. King T-shirt contest
AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITFR

Martin Luther King Jr. Day may be
months away, but the University of
San Diego is already encouraging stu
dents to be more involved than ever.
To mark King's legacy, USD is offer
ing the 2009 Martin Luther King Jr.
parade T-shirt design competition.
Open to all university students,
faculty, staff and alumni, the contest is
relatively simple to enter. Participants
must come up with a creative T-shirt
design expressing this year's theme
"Living the Dream. Let Freedom Ring."
The original artistic design should re
flect King's message of peace, justice
and equality in an interesting way.

The rules are as follows: designs
should be created on a white background
and be no longer than 12x12 inches,
the entry must include the contender's
name, class year, e-mail address and
phone number, and it is to be submit
ted to the office of Community Service
Learning in Maher 218 by Dec. 1.
Associated Students' Multicultural
Relations Programming Director, Kat
Kim, supports the university's contin
ued efforts to embrace diversity through
creativity. "It will be great to start off
the New Year with a Martin Luther
King T-shirt, especially coming back
after our break. I also think the shirts
are a great way to promote awareness
of Black History Month on campus at
USD," Kim said.

The winner's artwork will be screen
printed on Torero blue T-shirts to be worn
at the "Honoring the Dream" parade on
Jan. 17 near Petco Park. The university
encourages all students to join Team
USD and march in the parade. The first
200 walkers will receive a free T-shirt
featuring the winner's design.
The winning artwork will also be
featured on event materials including
the USD Martin Luther King Jr. web
site. Information on the contest, the
parade and the university's commitment
to King's legacy can be found on sandiego.edu/mlk.
Any questions about the T-shirt
design competition or Martin Luther
King festivities can be directed to the
office of Community Service Learning.

North Mission Beach murder causes student concern
Chief Larry Barnett reminds students to be mindful of their surroundings
MURDER, continued
still kind of a weird place behind
closed doors."
Many students may remember the
October crimes of 2006, when four USD
students were involved in a robbery and
sexual assault that resulted in life in
prison for the three men convicted.
Although the most recent, incident
did not directly involve a USD student,
it does bring up the question of how safe
it is to live at the beach. From January to
September 2008, the San Diego Police
Department has recorded one murder,
six rapes and 52 burglaries in Mission
Beach, according to their website.
Senior Erica Falker, who lives on
Tangiers said, "I know all of my neigh
bors, and I feel very secure living at the
beach. I know that risks are applied to

living here, but there are
risks in living anywhere."
Chief Larry Bamett,
assistant vice president
for Public Safety recom
mends that students visit
the San Diego website
and familiarize them
selves with the Safety
Tips and Off-Campus
Living Guide. Barnett also
stressed that Public Safety^
offers free Rape Aggres
sion Defense classes. For
more information call
619-260-7587.
"It is important to be
aware that violent crimes
do happen, even in Mis
sion Beach." Bamett
said.
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Dr. Brown shares poems from his new book "Please
BROWN, continued

and exploring poetry. "I don't under
stand poetry that's not meant to be read
out loud," he said. In terms of rhythm.
Brown thinks that rigid iambic pentam
eter or similar structured rhythms are
not always the best choice, explaining,
"you don't always need to know what
is going on...you just need to find the
sound and go with it."
Brown noted that at a music concert
a performer may. sing several types of
songs, but they are all united through
the same voice.
The poems are not ordered by means
of emotional growth or age, but instead
the speaker may be, for example, age 16
on one page, 42 on the .next, and then
30 on another. "I'd much rather you
be thrown back and forth, [rather than|
okay, now he's 16. Now he's 17. Now
he's 18," he said.
The first poem that Brown read is
called "Prayer of the Backhanded."
Each word was read with a slow empha
sized beat and with a calming, pulsing
voice: "Not the palm, not the pear tree/
Switch, not the broom stick / Nor the
closest extension/ Cord, not his braided
belt, but God/ Bless the back of my
daddy's hand."
Without bitterness or anger in his
voice, but rather compassion for the at
tacker, Brown recounts sore images of
beatings. The poem ends with a power
ful request for God to "Help me hold in
place my blazing jaw/ As I think to say,

excuse me.
When asked if he concerrted about
his work getting back to his parents and
wether this affects his writing, Brown
inhaled and said, "I'm a special case.
I'm not sure if this is lucky or sad, but
I never grew up with the impression I
would stay in contact with my family
when I was grown."
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Brown then explained that he would
be moving on to some of his persona
poems, that is, poems that are clearly not
written in the voice of the poet. "Which
is funny because I never know which of
my poems aren't persona poems," he
said.
When questioned about how truthful
his poems are, he responded, "I don't

IV

really stick to anything actual in poems.
I'm much more interested in emotional
truth. If I was interested in facts, I would
have become a journalist, I guess."
One of his persona poems is titled
"Track 5: Summertime" and is written
in the voice of a young Janis Joplin.
Brown read it with a slightly higher
pitch and a southern accent. The poem
explores a young girl's torture at the
hands of bullies which leaves her jaded:
"God's got his eye on me, but I ain't a
sparrow./ I'm more like a lawn mower...
no, a chainsaw."
For another of his persona poems,
titled "Scarecrow," Brown arranged
for select students to stand up in the
audience and perform certain lines with
him. He thanked his students for their
"willingness to be here" and joked,
"well I guess it's not so willing since I
made them."
When asked about teaching creative
writing, he said, "You a'sk students to
embarrass themselves. And fail. And
fail in front of people they're probably
trying to make love to or something...
and that's a lot for me to ask of some
body."
He mixed sincerity with humor
throughout the evening. It was clear
from audience reactions that this mix
is part of the reason he is adored by
students and faculty. "Teaching is not
nearly as important to me as mentor
ing," he said.
"Please" is available for purchase
online atjerichobrown.com.

Concerned about global
warming ?
Want to learn about the underlying scientific
issues and get Physical Science credit?
A NEW COURSE FOR STUDENTS OF ALL MAJORS IS BEING
OFFERED THIS SPRING BY THE MARINE SCIENCE AND
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT:

CRN 2518: ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 494

THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE
(3 units; may fulfill physical science core)
Tu, Th 6:00-7:20 PM

YOU CAN MAKE A WORLD
OF DIFFERENCE.
NATIONAL CLANDESTINE SERVICE CAREERS

Be a part of a mis»n that'* larger than all of us. ~nt« OA* Nsrtomt <
Stmtet jatts (jiailal apfNfcats so »p» or comejft (nl»tfciiatne»l£S«ne
an<! ftft
ctaiangas to hal^ane* aoOK*» on Ssaii at crWot nprmi
as US la&nat iiartji Apptews sfcoetf
a lift
of parson* nsanHey, svong
lisepinoejt feife, anO goo® wiai ami onFconMtn&Ricn Mil V* wafcnta apflcsits from
I SMkgKJunt&Doyou wwctomaiat a dfVraet hr year aamtrf.
Art you natty (cr • dotfcn
Ai uplews tr Hafcn* (
g.US dcfeaiclt^
tampan.
i Monmt&k ma to
*)c wwwetefor

IDE W i l l OF A NAT11 It THE CENTER I F J M t U l f i E N C E .

For information, contact Dr. Sarah Gray,

sgrav@5gndieg0.edu. {X4098)
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public safety report
Naher Hall: At 11:34 p.m.
Public Safety officers responded
to a report of plastic guns that
were being held over a balcony
in Maher and possibly being
pointed at pedestrians. Upon
investigation, only the hands and
the fake weapons were observed
due to the vantage point of
the witness. The individuals
responsible were not located.
If anyone has any information
regarding this incident, please
contact Public Safety.

3131 Off-Campus: At 8:48
a.m. Public Safety officers
responded to a report of an
unauthorized entry into a
university-owned property that
resulted in the theft of copper
wiring. Upon investigation,
an unknown individual had
accessed university property

Professor Saad would like to thank
the students who sent in answers to the
French quiz and The Vista for publish
ing it. Anita Watts was the only one
with all correct answers. She won the
French breakfast at Aromas.

Anne Slagill, News Editor
Because she works hard and loves
The Vista. Also, she bakes goodies
for the staff each week!

Congratulations!
Will you be next?

Arts & Culture - (619) 260-7848
Fax-(619) 260-4610
URL - www.usdvista.com
Liz Buckley - Editor in Chief
Ashley McLean - Associate Editor

violations.
Camino Hall: At 3:26 p.m. Public
Safety officers responded to an
audible fire alarm in Camino Hall.
Upon investigation, a student had
been using his lighter to ignite a
paper napkin. The student was
cited for violating the University
Housing Policy regarding open
flame within the residence halls.
Maher Hall: At 1:15 p.m.
Public Safety officers responded
to a report of a possible threat
that was made by a fraternity
member following a judicial
meeting. Upon investigation, a
commuter student had allegedly
made a verbal threat towards a
fraternity advisor. Public Safety
stood by through the conclusion
of the meeting. There was no
further disturbance.

by snapping photos with their cell
phones. Others attempted to feed him
with plastic fruit from the paper bags.
This would not suffice, and he shook his
head in disappointment.
Ahmad explained the symbolism
in an interview. "Ultimately, the rights
we've been fed are nothing more than
plastic fruit," he said.

HilTUM

Business - (619) 260-4714

students were cited for marijuana

PROTEST, continued

A News article published on Nov.
13, titled "Favorite major is business as
usual," inaccurately stated that physics
is the least popular major. In fact, the
least popular majors are urban studies
and diversified liberal arts. Each major
has one enrolled student.

Editorial -(619)260-4584

identification yielded a toy knife
and stolen the wiring, but was
that was 6 inches in length. The
not located. The electrical
owner was identified.
breaker boxes were also found
to be missing from the building.
Off-Campus: At 10:45 a.m.
Public Safety officers responded
312 Loma Hall Parking Lot:
to a report of a stolen vehicle
At 12:54 a.m. Public Safety
of a university guest. Upon
officers responded to a report of
investigation, a guest of a
two individuals seen removing
resident student had parked his
cans and other recyclables
vehicle off-campus along Via
from a university recycling
Las Cumbres road at 8 p.m.
container. Upon investigation,
At approximately 7 a.m. the
the individuals were identified as
next morning, the vehicle was
commuter students and advised
missing. The victim has filed a
of the university policy on
report with SDPD.
removing recyclables or other
materials from disposal areas.
313 San Antonio de Padua: At
1:58 a.m. Public Safety officers
US Public Safety: At 1:12 a.m.
responded to assist a Resident
Public Safety Dispatch received
Assistant with uncooperative
a brown backpack that had been
students. Upon investigation,
recovered from the lost and found
a baggie of marijuana was
in the UC. Upon investigation, a
confiscated, and the three
search of the backpack for owner

Students, faculty react to shocking protest

FOR THE RECORD:

The Vista

Nov. 10 - Nov. 16

Junior Anita Watts shared a bottle of
water with the activist. It was clear from
her pained expression that Ahmad's
demonstration was a moving one for
her. "It's a very powerful statement,"
Watts said.
Two other actors assisted with the
performance. Whenever the cage was
opened, these two would swoop in and
stuff Ahmad back inside. They took
away any real food he acquired and
pinned signs to his cage that read, "Prop
8 is law."
The demonstration had an immediate
effect. Students could be heard discuss
ing civil rights issues in large groups
even as the performance was transpir
ing. "What is outrageous about Prop 8
is not only the rights it takes away but

that in our country we can legislate
discrimination," senior Soroya Rowley
said. Proponents of the proposition
were engaged in the debate as well, but
declined to go on the record.
Larry Williamson, a professor of
communication studies, was impressed
with Ahmad's work. "The symbolism is
obvious, it's well done," he said. "This
is what universities are supposedly
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doing, supposed to be about."
"The reason I did this is because his
torically we have seen that separate but
equal does not work," Ahmad said. "It
only serves to tread on human dignity.
The institution may tell us not to feed
the homosexuals, but it is our obliga
tion as progressive-minded people to
subvert and seek out the food that will
nourish."

The Vista publication is written and edited
by USD students and funded by revenues
generated by advertising and a student
fee. Advertising material published is for
information purposes only and is not to
be construed as an expressed or implied
endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located in the lower level
of the University Center, room 114B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
The first copies of the newspaper are compli
mentary, all copies thereafter are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the
University of San Diego or'of its student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista office. Letters should be limited to
300 words and must be signed. For identification purposes, USD identification numbers
and writer's year must be included in the letter. The Vista reserves the right to edit
published letters. Any content sent to the editor will be considered for publication unless
otherwise stated.
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Cafeteria cooks up Thanksgiving eats
Holiday-style goodies prove a tasty treat for campus community
MEREDITH SCHNEIDER
STAFF WRITFR

Chaos was the only word to describe
the cafeteria on that fateful night. At
6 p.m. on Nov. 12, the dining hall was
crowded with eager, hungry students
and faculty. Children and family of the
staff of USD ran around with their eyes
wide open and jaws on the ground at the
amazement of such a wonder.
Why so chaotic? The annual Thanks
giving Dinner was in full swing, provid
ing students with an early "taste" of this
wonderful American holiday. What was
incorporated in this magnificent feast?
The menu involved a hefty helping of
LIZ CROSBY/THE VISTA
American favorites, including stuff
Students
enjoy
a
holiday
meal.
Left
to
Right:
Katie
Gosen,
Sean
Lawlor,
Greg Giebel,
ing, mixed greens with cranberries and
Joseph Sakai, Bryce Abraham and Colleen Gosen.
pefcans, turkey, green beans, mashed
potatoes, turkey gravy and cranberry
sauce.
placemats carefully centered on each event both went up" Joaquin Tena at the
The soup table held a thick lobster table. Even the napkins were crafted front desk said.
bisque and butternut squash soups. into perfect little fans. To top it all off,
But did students feel that the Thanks
There was also an assortment of dinner USD staff and students played string giving-style meal was worth the two
rolls, watermelon, oranges, grapes and, instruments while the crowd enjoyed swipes?
of course, the regular salad bar. The their meal.
"This is nothing like my Thanksgiv
dessert table consisted of several assort
What was the price for such a fabu ing at home," freshman Gio Carvijal
ments of delectables, one of which was lous night? It took $12 or two swipes of said. "It is not like a real Thanksgiv
a Thanksgiving staple: pumpkin pie.
a campus meal plan to get in on the fes ing because our families aren't here.
The ambience of the room was one tivities. Some students wondered why But the staff did a great job! The food
a student does not regularly experi the price of the dinner had gone up from is good and there is plenty of it! I feel
ence. The room was took on the fall one meal to two. The cafeteria staff was fancy!"
theme with gorgeous autumn table asked about this puzzling conundrum.
Two thumbs up for yet another won
toppers. The decorations included off"The quality of the food and the derful holiday-inspired meal by the
white tablecloths and multi-colored leaf amount of food that we ordered for the USD cafeteria staff.

Student Life Pavilion is just a start for growing campus
Plans for campus development to be completed by the year 2020
PLAN, continued
Should the university continue to
house students above classrooms and
offices, or would it be more appropri
ate to build residential halls elsewhere?
Parking and transportation are always
important issues for the comfort and
safety of the campus community. Fur
thermore, the acquisition of nearly eight
acres of new properties within the past
10 years introduces many new possibili
ties for the organization of the campus.
Deciding what should become a
part of the 2020 Plan is a challenging
process that involves the entire uni
versity. The Steering Committee, com
prised of the president, vice president,
deans and-other select individuals, will
The Student Life Pavilion, currently under construction, will be completed next fall
head the decision-making process. The
committee was created to collect data
and to work directly with Sasaki, the neighborhood members.
In the past, this has been done through
The Steering Committee will work a combination of bond proceeds and
architectural firm chosen to undertake
with Sasaki to come up with two or fundraising.
the plan.
This committee, the Steering Com three different designs for the campus.
"It certainly is a long and phased
mittee will receive recommendations Eventually, one of the designs will be approach, and we are only in the ear
from other task forces and commit chosen for presentation and approval. liest stages right now. The progress
tees on campus as well. For example, The whole campus will need to approve we've made over the last 10 years is
Student Affairs is providing informa of the plan by consensus in the fall of substantial. That's what we're trying to
tion about programs, enrollment and 2009 before it is presented to the Board control and plan for, is that type of evo
lution. You're the beneficiaries of what
residential matters while the deans are of Trustees.
If all goes well, the plan will then people were thinking about 10 years
conducting academic planning. Student
Life is collecting input from students. be passed on to the city of San Diego ago. That's why today, we have to think
At this time, all recommendations are for final approval, which may take up about those students in the future and
being presented and discussed in open to two years. A capital campaign will what their needs will be," Heynderickx
forums with faculty, staff, students and also be necessary to acquire funding. said.

I have good news and bad news.
The bad news, I can't exactly de
scribe to you each of the dozens of
majors and minors we have here
at USD or each of their potential
bonuses or drawbacks. The good
news, I can help you organize
your thoughts and preferences to
help you to make a satisfactory
major choice!
First, what do you like to sur
round yourself with? People?
Animals? Ancient literature?
Potentially fatal chemicals? Reli
gious artifacts? The destitute and
decrepit? Myths and legends?
Touchy subjects that tend to ruin
dinner parties? Any of these perk
ing up your ears?
Once you've got an idea of
what makes you warm and fuzzy
inside, look for a few categories
of major that seem to match that
interest.
Next, take a hard look at what
type of college student you are.
Be honest with yourself. Do you
want your weeks spent in the li
brary and lab, or on the beach with
booze? If your answer if the latter,
don't even think about becoming
any sort of science major. Those
kids don't see the sun. They only
feel the sizzle of the acid on their
shoes.
Just know the route that you're
choosing. With English or philos
ophy you will be reading a lot of
old books by a lot of old men. Not
your cup of tea? How about the
more mathematical or quantitative
route? Business, math and science
will fill up all of your equation
needs. Do you feel called to be
an actively contributing member
of society? Perhaps a political
science, education, leadership
or peace and justice major is for
you.
Whatever route you choose,
you will enjoy it. And if you don't,
you can switch it!
As for me, I chose communica
tions, because I'm all about know
ing stuff. And big words.

Ask Jilla! E-mail your questions
to janthony@usdvista.com.
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This Saturday, only 10 spots left!
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New registration system frustrates students
CHRISTINE IMPERATORE
fiUFST WRITFR

You walk into the local tavern and
march straight to the bar. To your
dismay, you see a teenager, no older
than 16 or 17, leaning over the bar or
dering a drink. You think to yourself,
"Am I in Tijuana?" No, you are in a
local bar in the middle of Wisconsin.
In Wisconsin, minors are legally
allowed to enter bars and order
drinks as long as a parent or legal
guardian accompanies them. With no
minumum age limit set, bartenders
use their own discretion when serv
ing minors.
The liberal perspective on drink
ing in Wisconsin can be traced to
its love of beer. Home to a slew of
breweries including Miller, Wiscon
sin offers many local beers for its
residents to enjoy. Many attribute
their state's love for beer to its rich
German heritage. As many as 40
percent of Wisconsin residents claim
Germany as their country of origin.
Drinking beer in this state is one its
oldest pastimes.
Critics say that leniency in drink
ing encourages minors to drink. Many
attribute Wisconsin's high percentage
of binge drinking and driving while
under the influence to the lackadaisi
cal drinking laws that promote and
celebrate the art of getting drunk, but
could it be possible that Wisconsin is
on to something?
According to the National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, in
a 2003 national survey, 30 percent
of youth ages 12 to 20 reported to
having consumed alcohol within
the last 30 days. If drinking among
minors is so prevalent than maybe
Wisconsin's model can be modified
to promote safe drinking. Perhaps
minors drinking with their parents
could be likened to training wheels
on a bike, where parents or guard
ians can monitor their kid's drinking.
Now although I believe Wisconsin's
system is a bit extreme, it could be
effective. With minor tweaks, it
could be implemented to promote
safety. Instead of giving discretion to
the bartenders, a minimum age of 18
should be set. This is a time where
children are considered adults and
are given the right to die for their
country. If allowed this "right," then
surely, they should also be given the
right to drink.
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I thought my day had finally come.
There I was, sitting at my computer,
about to register for my second-to-last
semester of college. One would think
that I would be guaranteed the classes
that I wanted. Imagine my surprise when
I logged in to MySanDiego on Nov. 10
and realized only two of my five pre
ferred classes still had availability.
It appears that the general senti
ment of students is that they are less
than thrilled with the new registration
system. It may be better than the call-in
system that was in place up until three
years ago, but this version of online reg
istration is starting to seem less like an
upgrade and more like a major pain.
"I have 87 units and my registration
day was really early, but four of the five
classes I wanted were full before my
time to register had even come," junior
Roxanne Miranda said.
One common complaint is that there
is only one sign up time per day, instead
of two, as it was in the past. Rather than
allowing some people to register at 6
a.m. and others at noon on a given day,
now everyone's registration opens at
12:15 p.m. on their assigned day. Not
only does this cause the MySanDi
ego system to run excruciatingly slow
around lunchtime, but it also means that
students who have up to seven units less
than someone else are able to register at
the same time as that person.
"I was a half credit away from reg-

MySanDiego
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Many students could not reserve the classes they wanted when eligible to register.

istering on Monday rather than Tues
day, so I missed out on classes that had
closed the day before I could register,"
junior Alex Afansev said.
I believe that what is annoying stu
dents the most is that many departments
are keeping waitlists electronically. This
means that once a class closes, it stays
that way. It is no longer possible to see
a slot open up in a class and register on
the spot.
Those of us who witnessed the debut
of the new system last semester may
remember the major glitch that oc
curred. On the first day of registration,
holds were lifted on everyone's account
and anyone who realized this could
register, regardless of class status. A
group of students happened to be in the

library when the incident occurred and
the word spread throughout the book
stacks.
The school has spent a lot of time
and money to initiate this new system.
However, the only people who seem to
like it are the administrators.
I would like to take this opportunity
to say that something needs to change.
Whether the new system is reworked
or we go back to the previous system,
anything would be better than the cur
rent operation.
Perhaps the school should have spent
more money on a registration system
that is effective and less money on the
landscaping that wakes me up well
before quiet hours are over practically
every other day.

Campus security is not all that secure
RYAN PLOURDE
STAFF WRITFR

Yukon Denali simply drive off campus
while the owner of the car is studying in
the library?
The USD Department of Public
Sadly, this question is not rhetori
Safety is, as their slogan reads,- "com cal and is not a •fictional scenario. On
mitted to safety through education." • Oct. 20, senior Angel Carreno's car,
The point of this article is not to dispute the Yukon Denali mentioned above,
the commitment of the DPS, but take was stolen from the West Parking Lot
a second to think about another issue: around midnight while Carreno was
how many parking tickets are issued on studying on campus. After a call to
a daily basis? Surely any student with a parking services confirmed that the car
fringe parking pass knows that parking had not been towed, Carreno went to
above ground for more than 20 minutes Public Safety to report the theft. "They
will result in a ticket. Public Safety ob had me file a formal report and told me
viously takes parking on campus seri that they would get back to me if they
ously. My question is, how does a 2004 found anything out," Carreno said.
"Due to a lack of resources there
is not much .we can due in a case like
this. We take our own report to put on
file and then refer the case to SDPD for
further investigation," Public Safety Lt.
Quinton Kawahara said.
Because of this, Public Safety never
got back to Carreno, so he was under
standably surprised when he learned
about his car in The Vista's Public
Safety Report. A segment appeared a
week later stating that a car had been
stolen from the West Lot on Oct. 20 at
approximately 12 a.m. but the figure in
the car could not be identified by the
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
cameras at the West Entrance since the
A Public Safety kiosk is placed at both
windows were tinted.
entrances of the USD campus.
It has been nearly a month since the

Denali was stolen and Carreno hasn't
heard anything about the incident, not
even from SDPD who told Carreno his
stolen car was not a priority. "Something
like this shouldn't happen at USD. It's a
private school; it shouldn't be possible
that just anybody can get on campus.
Students should be able to park here
and know that their car will be there
when they get back," Carreno said.
How can just anybody get on campus
and steal a car when it is supposedly
secure? There is a security kiosk at the
entrances; every morning a nice man in
a blue shirt assures students it's safe to
continue into the parking lot. However,
the safety kiosk is vacant at certain
hours of the night. "The west kiosk is
not staffed 24/7 for budget purposes.
We rely on security cameras and routine
patrol to ensure campus safety during
those hours," Lt. Kawahara said.
The security camera referenced
is not capable of identifying people
inside a car with tinted windows, so
it's obviously not capable of keeping
the campus secure. There is a kiosk at
the campus entrance for a reason and
someone should be at that kiosk at all
times to ensure that Unwelcome visitors
do not enter campus.
Hopefully the Department of Public
Safety learns from and addresses the
problem in the future.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Internet regulation offers useless solution to safe surfing
RYAN MULVEY

GUFST WRITER
John has just arrived home from a
long day's labor. He sits at his computer
and boots it up. Clicking his Internet
browser icon, he hopes to catch the
latest news and check out that one YouTube video going around town. Then,
after clicking an innocent enough link,
his browser freezes and the web page
is blocked from opening. In vain, he
checks his settings. It appears that ev
erything seems alright. He then remem
bers that the federal government has in
stituted a mandatory national web-filter
and firewall.

To many Americans, the preceding
scenario, the concept of the govern
ment blocking access to web-content
with a mandatory filter would seem_
ludicrous. Surely, such an action would
be unconstitutional. and an infringe
ment of one's freedom of speech and
expression. However, our English
speaking cousins in Australia has de
cided to turn away from the road of lib
erty and set a new path towards brazen
government intrusion.
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd's Labour
government and the Australian Commu
nications and Media Authority are set to
implement a new program which would
block web-access as part of a "Plan for
Cyber-Safety"
campaign
to
fight smut and
other "unwanted
content." Initial
ly, the program
will be instituted
on a trial basis
until it is finally
expanded
to
include all in
ternet users. The
current blacklist
includes around
1,300
URLs.
The
program,
originally pro
posed to parlia
ment by Family
First, a socially

conservative political party, is primar prevent societal degradation.
It certainly is appropriate for gov
ily aimed at restricting access to illegal
pornographic sites. However, the filter ernment to discuss morality, but is not
is capable of blocking over 10,000 the responsibility of a national govern
sites, and proposals abound to expand ment to institute a blanket restriction of
restricted access to any "objectionable" access to any "potentially" objection
material unsuitable for minors. Civil able material. The state should rely on
liberties organizations are up-in-arms in local communities, as well as families,
to prevent such access. The decision to
response to this action.
engage
in immoral activity is of a pri
Have Australians lost their minds?
vate
matter
unless it involves the public
The answer is yes, to an extent, they
have. The introduction of the proposed sphere. Whereas restricting access to the
mandatory national web-filter is unwise Internet is perfectly acceptable in public
for three reasons. First, there is a philo libraries, schools, prisons and even on a
sophical objection to the idea of gov university campus, it is inappropriate in
ernment invading in the lives of private a private household.
Finally, the idea of restricting access
citizens by blocking Internet access,
which is a part of the public domain. In to objectionable material does not pres
the U.S. we have the freedom to express ent any real solution to the problem of
ourselves to a certain point and to as its production and dissemination. For
sociate with people, places or things we example, in our war on drugs, we cer
so choose. A national firewall would be tainly go after those who use, but unless
abhorrent to these foundational princi we focus our attention on the drugples of our society, principles which the lords and smugglers, there will be little
change in the long-term. If Rudd and
Australians share in common with us.
Secondly, the government does not the Australian government want to stop
exist to act as a nanny to its people. the production of illegal pornography
Quite the opposite; ,the rationalization and other objectionable materials, they
of democratic and representative gov should go after those who produce and
ernment is to ensure the liberties of its distribute such material and avoid im
citizens. I strongly agree with the prem plementation of an invasion of privacy
ises of the Australian administration. that could lead Australia on a slipperyPornography, especially exploitation slop to dystopia as described in George
of children, is immoral and ought to Orwell's "1984."
be illegal. But politicians must find an
effective and constitutionally amicable
method to preserve the moral order and

Pro-choice 1:1 - M ' A I M i i * ] l I f l
KAITLIN PERRY
A ft G FDITOR
Freedom of choice is a right that all
men and women have and it is a right
that should be respected. Despite my
personal views on the controversial pro
cedure that is abortion, I firmly believe
that all women have the right to choose
whether or not to keep the child within
them.
For me, I could
never have an abor
tion. The procedures,
whether they be salt
injections into the
amniotic sac, suction
or dilation and evac
uation, a procedure
in which the surgeon
tears apart the limbs
of the baby within
the uterus, are dis-

gets protection. In order to keep every
thing fair, all women need to be allowed
to choose what's best for themselves
and their unborn child. It shouldn't be
decided by anyone else.
So everyone deserves the right to
choose, but why should abortion be
legal? The same reason alcohol is legal.
It's going to happen whether or not it's
written down in the rule books. Abor
tion was created to
protect the health of a
woman carrying a fetus,
not just for girls that
weren't smart enough
to use protection.
There are, of course,
other extreme circum
stances in which abortion is considered a
solution. When rape or
incest is the cause of a
pregnancy, it is often

"All women need
to be allowed to
choose what's best
for themselves and
their unborn child. It
shouldn't be decided

turbing and violent.
ku PJFIYOflG 6lS6"
emotionally too much
*
*
for the mother to bare.
But the only way
these procedures are
They resort to abortion
ever performed is if the mother truly to fix the end result of a terrible oc
feels, or actually is, unable to endure curence. This is what makes the topic
of abortion such a difficult one.
the pregnancy.
Many "pro-lifers" portray "pro-choicIs an emotional inability to carry
ers" in a light that makes them appear to a child equal to a physical inability to
be against life. This is completely inac carry a child? The only person who
curate. To be pro-choice means that one can answer that question is the mother
is against taking away a womans right who is being affected, not a person in a
to choose. It doesn't mean that you are voting booth.
pro-abortion. In fact, there is a vast dif
All in all, abortion is a terrible thing,
but in some cases it is necessary and no
ference.
The pro-life stance would only allow one person can decide which cases are
abortions that pose a severe health risk most applicable. That is why all women
to the mother. To me, that's hypocritical. should have the right to make that per
You can't pick and choose which fetus sonal choice.

Pro-life

ANNE SLAGILL

person to non-person by sheer power of
its mother's will? If so, does this magi
cal power cease once the child is born?
The first inalienable right discussed Those who forget to call home on a
by Thomas Jefferson was the right to regular basis should cross their fingers.
life. Abortion violates the natural law
Some say maintaining the legality of
because it denies an unborn child's right abortion protects the civil liberties of
to live. At the moment of fertilization, women. It is true that the government
a zygote begins to grow. It has a sex; it should protect personal freedoms, but
is human; it is alive and it is innocent. only so long as they do not infringe
What is the duty of
on the natural rights of
government if not to
others. An unborn child
protect the innocent?
is a human being with a
The Unborn Vic
right to life protected in
tims of Violence Act
its mother's womb.
(Title 18, Section
Another exhausted
1841 of the United
argument from the proStates Code) states that anyone who choice crowd is if abortion is outlawed,
murders or harms a child in-utero can then women will continue to terminate
be charged with "intentionally killing or pregnancies illegally. Therefore, abor
attempting to kill a human being." The tions should remain legal. It is true,
law goes on to state that it should not abortions would continue to be per
be interpreted so as to allow the pros formed. However, this does not make
ecution "of any woman with respect to abortion moral. Our society condemns
her unborn child." Simply put, the law other morally reprehensible acts such
upholds an unborn child's right to life so as homicide and rape. These acts are
long as its mother is not the killer.
committed despite their illegality, but
This is an atrocious contradiction we recognize they are wrong. Why does
in values. If we admit that the unborn our society overlook the depravity of
are human beings," we should also killing unborn children?
agree that they are endowed with those
Proponents of Roe v. Wade are upset
inalienable rights. The only difference because issues related to abortion con
between the "unborn victim of vio tinue to appear on the ballot, but Ameri
lence" and the "legally aborted fetus" cans should be allowed to vote on this
is the desire of the mother. The law es if they so choose. Democracy requires
sentially implies that an unborn child is that the voice of the majority be heard.
not a person unless the mother wants it If the majority feel that the rights of the
to be. But what if a woman desires that unborn should be upheld, then their will
her unborn child be considered a person must be honored. Even so, a majority
one day but changes her mind the next? ruling in favor of abortion rights does •
Has the child been transformed from not imply that the practice is moral.

NFWS FDITOR

"An unborn child is
a human being with
a right to life"
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The end of America's war on terror
JESSE AIZENSTAT

Some, including
President-elect
Obama,
have
entertained
the idea of a
STAFF WRITFR
regional strategy for Afghanistan. As in
The War on Terror is over. Actually, Anbar, tRe U.S. must understand that
it's been over for about two years; it's many of these previously demonized
just that nobody in Washington has groups can be persuaded; it's just a
explicitly said it. This means that the matter of using the right leverage.
But first off, this means talking with
Bush administration has shifted from
the
Taliban. Though there will always
its virtually all-encompassing definition
of a terrorist and is now working with be terrorists who are irreconcilable,
so-called local insurgents. The War on many who have been considered part of
Terror is over, but what exactly is this the Taliban insurgency can, in fact, be
won over.
new strategy that has taken its place?
Naturally, this regional strategy goes
This policy shift started around 2006
further
than just talking to Afghan fac
with the Sons of Iraq program led by Gen.
David Petraeus in the Anbar province of tions. Elements of the Pakistani Inter
Iraq. The basic idea was that the U.S. Services Intelligence have been allied
military would pay Sunni tribal leaders with the Taliban insurgency in an at
to fight local al-Qaeda cells. This meant tempt to curb
growing
that the U.S. would mend its turbulent the
Indian
influ
relationship with local leaders, many of
ence
in
Afghan
whom had been previously dismissed as
insurgents, to team up against a common istan. A stable
enemy. This strategy is largely credited A f g h a n i s t a n
will be largely
for the current relative calm in Iraq.
Petraeus was right; only through fac dependent on
tional diplomacy and empowering local addressing this
leaders could the insurgency in Iraq be ongoing proxy
between
broken. And Petraeus' recent promotion war
India
and
Paki
to central command, which puts him in
stan.
charge of both Iraq and Afghanistan,
One
must
should be proof that Washington now
also
consider
understands it needs to work within
China, Russia
these local power structures.
Today, there are many who have and Iran. China
argued that the lessons of Anbar can be has invested a
applied to Afghanistan. Although some great amount in
aspects may be applicable, Afghanistan Pakistan, which
means that the
is not Iraq.

government of Pakistan is bound to the
business interests of the Chinese and
not just the Americans. Russia has more
on-the-ground intelligence agents in
Afghanistan than the U.S. does and Iran
maintains its close ties with the tribes
that make up the Afghan Northern Al
liance.
A regional strategy means finding
a common ground between these key
players. At the same time, it also re
quires that the U.S. acknowledge that a
traditional counterinsurgency campaign
will be counterproductive not just in
Iraq and Afghanistan, but in all nation
alist Muslim countries.
This, however, does not mean defeat.
Rather, the U.S. should continue to
step away from its War
on Terror philosophy and
move toward a regional
strategy of principled di
plomacy while keeping a
light military footprint.
Afghanistan will be an
unstable country for some
time to come, but rallying
regional forces by appeal
ing to their own self-interest
offers the best chance for
bringing peace to a country
that has experienced rela
tively little stability.

War on
Terror
This Way
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Classifieds
Child Development Centers.
Internships available with U.S.
Military Child Development Cen
ters in Germany, Italy, England,
Belgium and the U.S. (Florida and
Hawaii) January and February
2009. Related college coursework
and experience required. Airfare
and housing are paid and a living
stipend provided. Interns receive
12 hrs of college credit from
UNI (graduate or undergradu
ate) and are eligible to apply for
AmeriCorps funding. Make a
Difference! College of Educa
tion, School of HPELS. Call
Susan Edginton 319-273-5947 or
susan.edington@uni.edu for more
information. Please put INTERNSHIP-USD/CA in the subject line
of your email.
2 bdr 2 bath Condo Mission
Valley at River Colony. Pool/Fit
ness Center. Top Floor. Short/
Long term. Pets ok. 1800/month.
Flexible move in, available Dec.
call 831-801-2657 or email:
pa.des30@gmail.com.

'Rename (Dead'Hours Competition!!
Jfave you ever noticed that "Dead J-fours" are anything But
"dead'? IVe have! That is why dissociated Students and Stu
dent (Affairs are working together to rename "DeadJ-fours"
to Better descriBe what "DeadJ-fours" on campus are reaffy hike. This is your chance to Become apart of DSD his
tory! Submit your suggestions to aspresident@sandiego.edu
By DecemBer 19th. Jive names wiff Be sefectedBy apanef
of judges, and students wiff vote onfinefor their favorite.
It's time to O'J'flCICALL 1/ DTTLSACT the moniker former By
known as "Dead J-fours." Did we mention that the person
who submits the winning name gets a free

University
</San Diego
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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Looking to the Past
Last summer when doing a mind
less task of helping my father clean out
my great aunt's house, I was fortunate
enough to uncover a story that has per
sonal and historical importance; it is
the history of a Jewish boxer with im
pressive talent who has been left out of
every book on the sport known to man,
and little did I know he was related to
me.
What started as a random discovery
has now turned into a full-blown mis
sion to uncover the truth about my great
uncle. My goal after graduation, which
was to attend law school, has now been
put on hold as I plan to write the story in
full and ultimately publish it. '

Digging a Little Deeper
After discovering a dusty old box la
beled "J >e's boxing stuff," I set out on a
project lat could quite possibly rewrite
the hist ry of American boxing as we
know it. For months, I searched books,
the Internet and the garages of most of
my family members. I was amazed to
discover that Joe Rosenberg's records
had either been done incorrectly or not
at all, nd he was not listed in any of
the books I could find. Shocked and
perplexed by this odd scenario, 1 pon
dered the possible causes for the lack of
recognition for the accolades my great
uncle had achieved. Was he blacklisted
for some reason? Could documents
from the era before the war showing his
record been lost in the flood of wartime
stories? Did he actually win any of the
bouts I was reading about? Did writers
evade his story because he was Jewish?
I had found a box of personal items
from one of the greatest flyweight
boxers of all time, and you could imag
ine my excitement as I realized that
all these items were the accolades and
achievements of my great uncle Joe.
Packed in the box were medals, awards,
front page newspaper clippings, photos,
medallions, postcards, telegrams, au
tographs, fight records, programs and
even the original Flyweight Champion
of the Orient, diamond clad and all.
I had heard my grandfather tell sto
ries about Joe before "the war" as he
referred to it. When asked about his
profession he would only reply, "he
was a boxer," and that was as far as he
went with it. I was only about 8 yearsold when Joe died, so I never had the
pleasure of hearing his story firsthand.
After discovering the box and purvey
ing its contents, I decided to do some
more research on my own.

Proof of a Champion
It was a moment of serious con
templation. Right in front of me, I had
plenty of primary documents for proof
of his achievements. I could put my
hands on the Flyweight Championship
Belt and his Golden Gloves medal. I
re-read the clippings from reputable
newspapers such as the San Francisco
Chronicle, the Los Angeles Times and
the Singapore Times that each covered
his unmatched skill. 1 had the photos
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from his fights, telegrams from famous
stars wishing him luck before his fights,
and I even had the Matchmaker statis
tics that lists his official record of wins
at 170 in 1938.
So then, where was Joe's picture
in the books covering the history of
boxing? And why had he not been in
ducted into the Boxing Hall of Fame?
As it turns out, my research has found a
flaw in the recorded history of boxing:
Specifically, early boxing history suf
fers from its authenticity and updated
additions. Thus far, the recorded his
tory of boxing has been done mainly
by only a few historians and even
they have included prologues plead
ing for additional research to be done.
Similarly, most research and writing has
been done on individual boxers and not
comprehensively on the sport itself. As
far as the illustrated histories of boxing
are concerned, they mainly focus on the
heavyweight division, leaving much to
be desired for the lower weight classes,
where Joe subsequently fought.

Famous Ties
Thus far, I have discovered that my
uncle was a true gem of his era. He
trained with Max Baer, caroused with
the great movie stars of his time, played
sports early on with Yankee players,
traveled the world to pursue his dream
and he did it all with a passion for his
heritage and his country. Rosenberg
went from accepting a full scholarship
to UC Davis for boxing, qualifying
for the Olympics in 1932, winning the
Golden Gloves in 1934, to winning the
Flyweight and Bantamweight Champi
onships of the Orient and the Pacific in
1938. He would struggle throughout his
career to get higher caliber fights, as it is
beginning to appear that his impressive
skill and his Jewish background kept
him from fighting in the ring.
Nonetheless, Rosenberg never lost
his stride. He fought everyone that was
willing, and he knocked most of them
out. But what is more special about his
story is how after surviving the Great
Depression and building a great career,
he gave it all up and enlisted in the Navy
to fight for his country.
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DISCOVERING A
CHAMPION
ERIC ROSENBERG
GUEST WRITER

in December and will not be eligible for
funding. After pleading my case and the
immediate need for financial help, I was
again denied funding for this project
due to the "strict rules for applications,"
a disturbing response to a small request
by a student for a worthy endeavor.
What began by chance has become
a mission that has influenced my future
in ways I could have never imagined.
By exploring a foreign topic to me I
uncovered a story that changed my life
and will maybe change some history
books too.
I hope that this article shines a light
onto the process behind approving AS
grants. While I did miss a deadline
for my application, I believe that strict
timelines can be a hindrance to many
projects such as my own. Furthermore,
the committee lacks a process through
which students can appeal decisions on
a case-by-case basis. I wish that this
project could have included a larger role
by USDandAS,butto due to the unique
circumstances of my recent discovery,
such a possiblity appears to be unlikely.
Perhaps as a result of this article, the AS
grant committe could reevaulate their
decision in this instance.
Nonetheless, Joe's story continues,
and for that matter, so does my own.

Asking for Help
I must admit, I have been helped and
hindered by the university concerning
this project. The Copley Library has
been crucial to my research efforts and
the staff has been unbelievably help
ful, even excited at the prospect of
what this project could produce. Dr.
Kathryn Statler and Dr. Molly McClain
have been a wealth of knowledge and
direction for my writing and research.
Yet, other elements have been less than
helpful. I had applied for an Associated
Students grant to help fund my research,
but I missed the application deadline
by a few days. Since I was told by the
research grant committee, which by
the way is allocated $30,000 a year for
grants, that I could reapply in the spring
for aid. The problem is I am graduating

I. Joe Rosenberg with his trainer preparing for
the Golden Gloves Tournament in 1934. II. Rosen
berg holds his championship belt for a photograph
for the Los Angeles Times. III. Rosenberg in the
ring in 1935. IV. Max Baer, the former Heavyweight
Champion depicted in "Cinderella Man," appears
on the left with Rosenberg. V. Rosenberg accepts
the Flyweight Championship belt in Singapore with
other fighters and promoters in 1938. VI. Rosenberg
poses with fight promoter Harry Goldman.
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KAITLIN PERRY

A A C. FDITOR

Every time I have to travel
home for a. holiday or long
weekend, my parents force me
to take the train. Trains scared
me more than they should scare
anybody. The idea of it tipping
over or exploding never escaped
my mind, and my inability
to sleep when surrounded by
strangers didn't help either.
I don't remember when, but
at some point during my travels
my fear of trains disappeared.
I started making playlists espe
cially for the trip, with songs
related to the season, time of
day and my need of distraction,
which helped me fight the fear
and concentrate on something
besides dying.
But there are definitely times
at which music is not a good
distraction and I'd rather take a
moment to myself and appreci
ate the quiet. That's when bring
ing magazines and books (never
homework) that I can read
without losing interest comes in
handy.
I've also learned which
side of the train (the left side)
provides the view of the ocean
because, at sunset, the view is
breathtaking and calming.
The only thing left to figure
out was sleep. The train ride
to my hometown of Ventura,
a beach town in the middle of
Los Angeles and Santa Barbara,
takes about five hours. That is
an extremely long time to be
sitting in one place, terrified of
crashing or being kidnapped by
one of the creepers sitting by
me. The only way to get over
that fear was to get on the train
half asleep. Ever since I tried
that, I've been sleeping for at
least half the ride.
This Thanksgiving I will once
again be taking the train back to
San Diego from Ventura. The
train back is always the hardest
because no one is sadder to see
you go than your parents. That's
when I make a cheerful playlist
on my iPod and pick the earliest
train available. The earlier the
train, the sleepier I'll be.
Here are some good distrac
tions for train rides: penguins,
music without lyrics (try Ratatat,
Justice, or the "Jesse James"
soundtrack by Nick Cave and
Warren Ellis) and "Travels With
Charly" by John Steinbeck.

KAITLYN KORMONDY

GUFST WRITFR
Based on the novel "Q&A,"
Danny Boyle's latest film,
"Slumdog Millionaire" tells the
story of Jamal Malik, a poor
young man from India who is
about to win 20 million rupees
on the hit game show, "Who
Wants to Be a Millionaire?"
Accused of cheating and
caught up in affairs as big as
India itself, Jamal must validate
his story, a story full of terror
and loss; a story which, inter
estingly enough, may enable
him to answer more than just
the million dollar question. The
Vista, alongside other student
journalists, sat down with the
director of "Slumdog Million
aire," Danny Boyle, at a roundtable interview to discuss his
latest film.

come out of the theater think
ing about the subtitles, it comes
out thinking about those kids.
I think the film is even more
exciting with the subtitles.
Q: The film has a subjective
vision to it. Was this inten
tional?
DB: We tried to make this film
as subjectively as possible
and as real as possible, and I
believe we accomplished that.
We didn't try to control it. We
just let it happen. India con
stantly feels judgment from the
West for being such a povertystricken country. But really, the
people don't feel poor. They
are community organized. We
wanted this story to come from
the point of view of the charac
ters, with no Western baggage
attached.

Q: The music in the film is bril
Q: What was the filming pro
cess like in India?
Danny Boyle: India is enor
mous. There are currently a
billion people living there,
and that is an environment you
can't control or organize. But,
that was the beauty of it. We
didn't attempt to control it. It's
changing all the time. There
are no buildings,
only people; just
mass
amounts
of people. We
wrote the script
in English but,
after casting, we
realized that the
7-year-olds didn't
speak
English,
so we had to add
subtitles and such,
and now the film
is one-third in
Hindi. I thought
I was going to
lose my job over
that, but interest
ingly enough, the
audience doesn't

liant. Where did the inspiration
for it come from?
DB: The music coordinator
is extremely famous in India.
He is literally mobbed in the
streets, he can't leave his car.
Imagine taking JT, Kanye West
and Diddy and rolling them
all into one guy. That's how
famous this guy is. There are

even people in London who
stop and point at him when
they see him. Anyways, M.1.A.,
who interestingly enough was
born in Sri Lanka, grew up
worshipping this guy, and so
when we talked to her about
putting her music in the film,
she was ecstatic. I always knew
"Paper Planes" was going to be
in the film; I think it fits bril
liantly. This is an amazing time
for music in India. They have
influences from America and
Europe, but their music isn't
hidden. They are proud of it.
I wanted to put songs in that
were representative of that.

Q: The film has a kind of old
mythological feel. Was that
intended?
DB: The film is very much
a representation of a typical
Bollywood storyline and is
based on Bollywood storytell
ing. There is always the good/
bad brother dynamic. The bad
brother is obsessed with power
and wealth, while the good
brother strives for love. It is
India's classic storytelling.

Q: How did you come up with
the frame narrative for the
film?

DB: The frame narrative was
very much scripted. We liked
the idea of the ability to weave
the plot backward and forward.
The audience picks up on in
formation that they don't need
until much later in the film,
and it has them saying, "Oh!
Now I know why I picked that
up." It makes the audience feel
intelligent. The story is built
on memories, but it wasn't
written or done in flashbacks.
This allows you to keep going
backward and forward. It is
the same in the novel. There
is no crazy mist that comes in
and sweeps you up into a flash
back. I wanted to show that in
the film. You never know in the
novel because things can be
looked at backwards and for
wards. It really is brilliant.

Q: What do you hope your au
dience takes from the film?
DB: America is changing; this
is apparent through your new
president and such. But I think
the world is changing right
along with it. This film is from
the other side of the world. It
causes the audience to look
at the world differently and
openly. People are also begin
ning to look at America dif
ferently. They are
beginning to earn
back trust. The
rest of the world is
growing. Last cen
tury was dominated
by America, and
Britain dominated
the century before,
but that is chang
ing. I think Eurasia
will dominate the
next cdntury, and
the world has to be
ready for that.

"Slumdog Million
aire" is currently in
theaters.
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SAN DIEGO EVENTS CALENDAR
Nov 20
Anomie

Belle

with

Little

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave

New Kids on the Block featuring Natasha

bellyup.com

Bedingfield
8 p.m. $39.50- 77.50

T \ r

Dragon

and

Saturday

Nights

@

Aromas

Presents

USD Symphony Fall Concerts

Cox Arena, 5500 Canyon Crest Drive

2 p.m. $10 GA; $8 non-USD students, se

eventful.com

Manuok

Josh Damigo

niors, USD faculty/staff and alumni; $5 USD

9 p.m. 21 +, ticket price varies.

9 p.m. FREE

students with ID.

30th Annual Chargers Blood Drive and

The Beauty Bar, 4746 El Cajon Blvd

Aromas Coffee House (Maher Hall)

Shiley Theatre

Fashion Show

beautybar.com

myspace.com/joshdamingo

Includes the first movement of Beethoven's

9 a.m. -7 p.m.

Piano Concerto No. 5 with music major

Town & Country Convention Center

The Bacon Brothers with Michael Tierhan

The Shys with DJ Mr. Biggs and Army Navy

Robert Naranjo ('10) and the New World

The show will feature Charger players and

8 p.m. 21+,$25 adv. or $27 DOS

Time TBA 21+, $5

Symphony.

their families as models, wearing fashions

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave

The Beauty Bar, 4746 El Cajon Blvd

Info/Advance Tickets: AYeung@sandiego.

from several local area boutiques. Proceeds

bellyup.com

beautybar.com

edu

go to the SD Blood Bank.
sandiegobloodbank.org

LMFAO with Buddy Akai

Nov 21

9 p.m. 21+, $16 GA
s\r

Nov 24

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com

Nov 26

Anomie Belle
9 p.m. 21 +, ticket price varies.

Macy's Cosmetics Gala

Cody Canada and Randy Rogers

The Beauty Bar, 4.746 El Cajon Blvd

11 a.m. - 6 p.m. Info: Macy's in UTC

8 p.m. 21 +, $20 adv or $22 DOS

beautybar.com
The

Bacon

Brothers

with

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave

To benefit the Susan G. Komen Breast Social Green

Michael

Tiernan

Trans-Siberian Orchestra

8 p.m. 21 +, $25 adv. or $27 DOS

8 p.m. ticket price varies

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave

SD Sports Arena, 3500 Sports Arena Blvd

bellyup.com

sandiegoarena.com

Salomon Lecture Hall (Maher Hall)

9 p.m. 21+, $10 adv or $12 DOS

bellyup.com

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave

Nov 25

Nov 23

Noon - 2 p.m. FREE

Cancer Walk.

bellyup.com

Brown Bag Seminar Series: The Racial Sig
nificance of Obama's Victory

Buck-O-Nine featuring the Devastators and

4545 La Jolla Village Dr.
858.453.2060

The Department of Ethnic Studies presents

Metro Station featuring Shwayze, Tyga and
Cash Cash
6:30 p.m. $15 adv.
Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard

Crescendo with Tape Deck Mtn, Silver Leaf, somasandiego.com
DJ G-Rex and Visual Art Show
Time TBA. 21+, ticket price varies.

If you would like to have a cultural event

the second Brown Bag Seminar by Profes

Salsa Sundays with Orquesta Primo

The Beauty Bar, 4746 El Cajon Blvd

added to the calendar, please contact

sor of Law Roy Brooks.

8 p.m. 21 +, $10

beautybar.com

MKastner@usdvista.com.

•KM
AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITER
Icy Demons is an interest
ing name for a band; strikingly
paradoxical and unforgettably
unique. And if you listen to
one of their songs, you might
feel the same way about their
sound.
Progressive rocker, Griffin
Rodriguez, also known as his
musical alter-cgo. Blue Hawaii,
is the engineer behind the mu
sical ensemble, or, as he calls
himself, "the arranger."
Based out of Chicago, Icy
Demons combines diverse mu
sical elements in their songs
and uses an ever-changing cast
of musicians in their recordings
to fully satisfy the genre of ex
perimental rock.
Successfully having locked
up a fall tour with indie favor
ites Of Montreal and Yeasayer,
Icy Demons is creating more
and more buzz in the world of
experimental music. Working
with Obey Your Brain Records

(home to Man Man, Beirut
and Chandeliers), Icy Demons
recently released their newest
album, "Miami Ice," in 2007.
"Miami Ice" follows two
other full-length albums by Icy
Demons; "Fight Back!" of 2003
and "Tears of a Clone" in 2006.
The live-piece band is now
touring in support of "Miami
Ice," traveling the nation and
even making a special stop at
UCSD. The self-proclaimed
conductor of the operation,
Rodriguez, takes a few.minutes
to talk to The Vista about his
music.
The Vista: How did the Icy
Demons band come together?
Griffin Rodriguez: A friend of
mine Chris Powell [drummer
for Man Man] and I started the
band awhile back as a collabo
ration between the two of us
in 2002- ^ g>'ew into an actual
band in 2004, when we released
"Fight Back!".
V: How would you describe
your sound?

:

GR: A mix of a whole lot of
things. I have a really diverse
background. I'm Cuban,African
American, Irish, a really diverse
Chicago style background. Our
music is really a reflection of
that. Not just my ethnic back
ground, but of diversity. In the
city, every block has it's own
unique feel, but mash those up
all together and you have unity.
V: Where is the band based?
GR: Chicago. We rent this
space where good musicians are
naturally drawn to through word
of mouth. We're here writing,
recording, living as friends.
V: Sounds ljjce a cool spot.
Could you tell me more about
this place?
GR: It's a little hard to explain,
but the whole band is centered
around this space in Chicago.
It's weird because people live
here, play here, record here and
rehearse here. People who have
been a part of the community
have a common style and at
titude. We are all friends and

people who collaborate. So then
naturally some just start playing
with the band, in a really natu
ral way. So that's how the band
keeps growing.
V: How is the Visual Crystals
Tour |Icy Demons' current tour]
GR: It's going great. We're
working on new material for
the spring right now. I'm really
excited to be playing with the
bands Of Montreal and Yeasay
er.
V: Where is your favorite place
to play a show?
GR: It's between Italy and Japan
right now. Fans are very hospi
table there! But I assume you
mean within the states. I love the
West Coast, but we don't play
there all too often. But I really
love San Francisco, Portland,
Seattle, everywhere down the
coast to San Diego. My favorite
city kind of changes, but right
now it's San Francisco.
V: Where do you draw your in

spiration from?
GR: Musically, you mean?
I'm going to have to say Stan
ley Kubrick, a filmmaker who
made "A Life of Pictures." He's
been a big influence on me, I'm
very visual. When I'm writing
a song, I have to picture it in
my head first. I'm constantly
more and more into African pop
music. There have been a lot of
influences on my music, this
rapper. Count Bass D, is really
amazing. He's made some great
music, sort of making hip-hop
art and he's from Memphis. The
people I play with also serve as
inspirations to me musically,
always bringing up something
new.

Check out Icy Demons,
either in person at UCSD's
Loft on Nov. 25 or online. The
band has a fascinating MySpace
page, and their record label,
Obey Your Brain Records, has a
similarly cool site. Icy Demons'
music is available for purchase
on iTunes.
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Improv Everywhere ^

^ ^

improveverywhere.com
Musicals have
always bothered
me just a little
bit. Don't get
me wrong, one
of my favorite
past times is hit
CARRIE WIDDER
ting up the the
STAFF WRITER
ater, and I have
been known to stop at the merchan
dise stand and buy the soundtrack on
many such occasions, lets get real,
The Lion King on Broadway put out
a phenomenal album.
But seriously, who do these people
think they are trying to kid? Like I'm
really going to believe that Danny
Zuko can sing up and down the
bleachers with his greaser buddies
on backup, and not get beat up the
next day at school? Yeah, I just went
there. I know I'm not the only one
who scoffs and thinks, "yeah, right,"
when I see a musical.
So of course, when I stumbled
across a little video called "Food
Court Musical" by the people at
Improv Everywhere, I was curious.
To give a little background, Improv
Everywhere is a group of undercover

"Goldengrove
Francine Prose

4
E,:

agents who create missions in public
to cause a little chaos. Long, story
short, a group of about 15 people
staged a full-on impromptu musical in
a food court in Los Angeles, much to
the surprise of the innocent Hot Dog
on a Stick diners in the crowd. Filmed
using hidden cameras, it looked the
way 1 had always imagined dumb mu
sical numbers happening in real life
would look, awkward and hilarious.
The other missions that Improv
Everywhere has created are pretty
extensive. One of my other favorites
is where 200 plus people went to New
York Grand Central and, at 2:30 p.m.,
froze in place for five minutes, shock
ing the people just trying in the train
station.
ImprovEverywhere.com has full
documentation of all of their "pranks,"
with pictures, videos and details on
their upcoming missions. With over
80 missions completed, there are
endless amounts of fun to be had by
checking this site out. I'm also some
what inspired to pull off a mission
myself. Perhaps a few of my readers
would be interested in staging a freeze
in the UC?

4444

I came across her from beyond the grave, in order to
Francine Prose's send messages to her boyfriend Aaron.
"Goldengrove'' With the naivete of a 13-year-old, she
while
sifting starts her own pseudo-relationship with
through numer Aaron. Most of the time her behavior,
ous books. The particularly her interactions with Aaron,
book jacket out made me want to shake some sense into
ERIN HERNANDEZ
lines the grief her.
STAFF WRITFR
A lot of the time I find books cen
that young Nico
and her family suffer after the death of tered around grief and depression dif
her older sister Margaret. This made ficult to read all the way to the end, so I
me highly skeptical because I usually did not set high expectations for myself
turn to the Shakespearean tragedies when reading "Goldengrove." How
when looking for tales of woe and ever, Prose's words paint a detailed and
sorrow. Also, I was not familiar with touching story that I enjoyed reading.
this author'swriting, having never
come across any of her works
"Deeply touching, and
before. Nonetheless, I decided to
Publish*: rs Weekly
purchase the novel, risking the
chance of severe disappointment.
To my great satisfaction, I
found that Prose has the ability to
weave a beautiful story of realiza
tion and self-discovery. Her char
acters, especially the protagonist,
Nico, feel a sense of displacement
with the loss of Margaret. Nico,
who had spent most of her time
as her sister's co-conspirator, no
longer knows her place in the
world. Her parents do not feel
the same sense of belonging in
the family bookstore as they once
had. Through these characters,
the author shows that each person
has a different method of coping
with grief.
FRANCIN E PROSE
Nico starts to believe that her
dead sister has been contacting

GOLDENGKOVf
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"A History of Violence" £ £ £ £
Jedi Mind Tricks
Your favorite
neighborhood
hardcore rap trio
Jedi Mind Tricks
(JMT) is back
at it again with
their latest studio
PETER CHO
album "A History
MANAGING FDITOR
of Violence."
JMT is one of the preeminent un
derground hip-hop acts on the scene,
and also one of the scariest. Described
by some as "hardcore hip-hop," JMT
is known for having some of the most
creative beats in the underground hiphop scene (which is usually marred by
poorly produced beats held over from
the '80s), mixing samples from latin and
classical music.
If 50 Cent scares you, stray away from
JMT, as this is the group that released
"Violent by Design," an album in which
Vinnie Paz and Jus Allah basically de
scribe the ways they could kill you. One
of the main reasons that JMT remains
"underground" is because no one is will
ing to admit they listen to rappers who
criticize the government, praise Allah
and rap about killing people, though
they will listen to it is dance worth.
Recurring themes in JMT's raps in

clude conspiracies by the U.S. govern
ment, Islam and how everyone in JMT
could kill you with their bare hands. It
amazes me that I can listen to this album
without breaking down and crying for
fear that Paz might tear me to pieces.
JMT isn't all blood and guts how
ever, interspersed amongst the hard
core lyrics, you can find a wealth of
profound lyrics such as the track "Trail
of Lies" which' deals with serious sub
jects, like how Hollywood shapes our
youths in a negative fashion.
"A History of Violence" marks Al
lah's return to JMT, and also their sixth
studio album. The album is definitely
toned down from "Violent by Design"
and it covers a wide range of topics. Al
though the beats on the album stay true
to the tradition of smart sampling and
emotional lyrics, you can't help but get
the feel
ing that
it's
the
same old
Jedi Mind
Tricks.

"Quantum of Solace" ^ ^ ^ ^
Columbia Pictures
DARRIN HALL
STAFF WRITER
"Quantum of Solace" debuted in
theatres on Nov. 14. James Bond is
once again played by rugged English
man, Daniel Craig, who is questioned
throughout the movie by Q, the head of
Double-O operations, as to whether his
actions are based on his own personal
motives or malice.
The movie combines all of the clas
sic qualities of a Bond film, including
car chases, hand to hand combat, explo
sions and sex. One way in which the
new Bond film is different from others
is the use of high tech devices; there
were none.
A Bond movie would not be
complete without the presence
of a seductive woman. Previous
Bond girls include Kim Basinger,
Terri Hatcher and Denise Rich
ards. In "Quantum of Solace,"
Olga Kurylenko, a Ukrainian-born
actress and model, plays the part
of Camille Montes. Montes fights
alongside Bond in her own pursuit
to avenge the death of her family,
who were all killed when she was
a small girl. Craig also spoke of the
relationships between Bond and his
female companion in his interview
with Playboy. "For me, the sexiest
thing in a movie is equality in a
relationship. It's much sexier when
Bond meets someone who's a chal
lenge, someone who says no."
Craig claims that women are

not as objectified as they have been
in the early films, and that the change
is a sign of the times. In "Quantum
of Solace," Bond and Montes respec
tively work together in pursuit of their
own personal battles.
"Quantum of Solace" shows the
dark side of Bond, one that is deter
mined and relentless. The movie offers
everything you would expect from
a classic Bond film, and it leaves the
viewer wanting to see more. The real
istic feeling and lack of technological
gadgets are some of the best qualities
of the film. Craig once again delivers
an incredible performance, and has
truly justified his role as 007.
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EDITORS' PICKS

Song; "The Kids Don't Stand A Chance" (Chromeo
Remix) by Vampire Weekend. It's a perfect driving
song with an upbeat tempo and relaxed vocals. Of
ficially released on Dec. 9. but
can be found
on blogs everywhere.

Movie: "WALL-E." One of

the year's best love stories.
Amazing visuals and envi
ronmental message, plus
the cutest robot ever. My
favorite Pixar movie since
"Ratatouille."

Quote: "Our morning
eyes describe a different
world than do our after
noon eyes, and surely
our wearied evening eyes can
report only a wearied evening world." - John
Steinbeck

Song: "House of Cards,"

by Radiohead. "In Rain
bows ' was on repeat all summer on my iPod, but this
song is still one of the most beautiful I've heard in a
while.

Song: "Alice" by Pogo. I have a mild obsession
with Alice in Wonderland" so when some
one can make an awesome song out of sound
bytes from the movie, I'm simple
amazed.

Movie: "Monty Python
Holy Trinity." A newly re
leased box-set; while not the
classiest, this trio of movies
are certainly classics and
should be staples of every
college student's film rep
ertoire.

Movie: "Pans Labyrinth." I'm a
big fan of comedies and action
movies, so when something so
dark makes me see it in theaters
three times, it must be good.

Quote: "Would

Quote:

"I think the
highest and lowest points
are the important ones.
Anything else is just...in
between. I want the freedom
to try everything." - Jim
Morrison. Sometimes the moments you feel the worst
are just as significant as the
moments when you feel the
proudest, and those are the
experiences that define you.

have cut it
myself if I knew men could
climb hair/ I'll have to find
another tower somewhere
and keep away from the win
dows." - "Fairy-Tale" by
Sara Bareilles, in reference
to Rapunzel. Why do we always
assume that the damsel wants to be saved?

Kaitlin Perry

Mercedes Kastner

Ashley Benson

Arts & Culture Editor

Asst. Arts & Culture Editor

Asst. Arts & Culture Editor

CULTURE COLUMNS
Alexander Wang
Fashion Weekly
Sometimes
fashion
design
ers can be, well, a
little hard to relate
to. They have Diet
Coke butlers, wear
sunglasses at all
SAM SHOREY
times and sell
STAFF WRITFR
$200 rhinestone
encrusted safety pins (Karl Lagerfeld).
There is a reason Vogue doesn't feature a
section like US Weekly
called "Designers:
they're just
like
us."
But, if you
are searching
for a designer
with a few
less degrees
of separation,
look no further
than Alexander
Wang.
W a n g
spent one year at
Parsons
School
of Design before
launching his line.
What started as a
small
sophomore

upstart centered around cashmere sweat
ers has grown into a full line of ready-towear, all before he could legally drink a
beer. This fashion protege is part of your
peer group, and it shows.
Wang's runway looks more like a late
'90s Cranberries concert than a couture
catwalk.
His
pre
sentations
are packed
with highend grunge

girls and screaming fans. His spring 2009
featured long men's style workshirts,
sweatshirt-like tops and long hooded
dresses. Sound familiar? The influence
of his designs is so obvious at places like
American Apparel it's almost plagia
rism. Wang is the leader for haute hipster
designs.
There
is
something to
be said for
anyone who
would
shut
publicity-

prostitute Lindsay Lohan out of his
shows. His focus is on the clothes, and
the clothes are designed for you, the sar
torial student. For those who like to be
the first to dawn the next big downtown
trend, Wang is where to turn. And, it's
not just me who thinks so.
This week, Wang won the Council of
Fashion Designers of America (CFDA)
Fashion Fund Award, which gives
$200,000 to an up-and-coming designer
to further his or her line.
Wang's fans include CFDA President
Diane Von Furstenberg, Editor in Chief
of Vogue Anna Wintour and Patrick
Robinson, designer for Gap.
Past
winners
and runnersPup are now
fashion house
hold
names,
I such as Proenza
Schouler. Rogan,
Rodarte and 3.1
|Philip Lim.
This award can
I only mean good
things for Wang's
I dirty downtown fan
base. There's no such
thing as "selling-out"
in the fashion world and
no one complains about a
big Wang.

PEOPLE ON CAMPUS
What are you listening to?

Zach Barr, '09

(ayla Whitemyer,112

Charles Gass, '12

Hannes Hart, '10
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AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITFR
The name Cute Is What We Aim For
(CiWWAF) begs for an explanation.
Confidently verbose with a hint of sassiness, the band makes quite a statement
before you have even listened to their
music. Founding member of the band,
lead guitarist Jeff Czum, made some
time to talk with The Vista.
He explains with a laugh that, "the
name was actually just us making fun
of local bands in the scene and how
wrapped up in everything they can get.
It was just us being sarcastic and being
ourselves. We never expected things to
take off like they did, and now we're

MEREDITH SCHNEIDER &
SAMANTHA LAROY
STAFF WRITERS
Who hears the word "MMMBop"
and makes anything more of it than
jibberish? As of recent, the Indie music
scene has been singing along to Hanson
songs. Has this treasured anthem of

The Vista

ARTS & CULTURE

just kind of stuck with it."
Take off, they did. Fueled By Ramen
Records picked up the band in 2006,
when they were first generating buzz.
The label is famous for bringing us
Panic at The Disco, The Academy Is...,
Gym Class Heroes, Phantom Planet and
formerly major names such as Jimmy
Eat World and Fall Out Boy. Signing
with the label propelled Cute Is What
We Aim For from a local band to an in
ternational pop-punk sensation, "so fast
it was crazy," admits Jeff.
CiWWAF rose from the ashes of
Czum and fellow founding member
Shaant Hacikyan's old ska band, Cherry
Bing. "It was just something we kind of
grew out of. Then it was just the two

of us and an
acoustic
g u i t a r
m a k i n g
demos
on
GarageBand,
just
messing
around,"
said Czum.
The duo
was joined
by a rotat
ing cast of
band mem
bers,
and
embarked
on their first
self-booked
tour. In the
midst
of
that
tour,
they
were
contacted
Fueled
by
By Ramen's
John Janick
and signed shortly thereafter to their
"dream label."
With their debut album, "The Same
Old Blood Rush with a New Touch,"
the band got immediate attention
from the media. Rolling Stone, Spin,
Blender, The New York Times and even
Hacikyan's favorite magazine, Alterna
tive Press, wrote flattering stories about
CiWWAF, praising their boyish charm
and catchy melodies. In their early
days, CiWWAF was often compared to
Panic at the Disco due to their similar
styles and common label. AP included
the band in their "Most Anticipated
Bands of 2008," while Rolling Stone
labeled the trio as one of their "10 Art-

ists to Watch."
The emo-pop songs about heart
breaks and high-school relationship
struggles featured in their first album
resonated particularly well with the
teenage audience. This is most likely
due to the fact that the band got signed
when they were in high school, and
even now, their oldest member is 22.
In their newest album, "Rotation,"
the band shows a decidedly more
mature sound. With explorative new
wave sensibility, the band builds off the
success of their first album to reflect the
incredible growth of teenagers to men.
"Practice Makes Perfect," the album's
most popular single, was recently fea
tured on MTV's "The Hills." Naturally,
this propelled the track's companion
video to an all-day "Unleashed" pre
mier on MTV2. Upon release, "Practice
Makes Perfect" was the No. 1 most
streamed video on MTV2.
Despite the fact that their music has
so famously played in the background
of Lauren Conrad's dramatic lifestyle,
Czum assures us that playing shows is
his passion. He fondly reminisced on a
recent trip to Europe, where CiWWAF
had a particularly fun night in Gilville,
England. "We played there only once at
this small ski lodge, but everyone was
going insane! People were all dancing
around, being crazy, getting totally into
the music, kids jumping off balconies
into the crowd below and crowd surf
ing."
The band's albums are both currently
available, as are concert tickets. Cute
Is What We Aim For are playing with
Secondhand Serenade at the House of
Blues on Dec. 3. Tickets are $17.50 at
the all-ages show, which will start at 7
p.m.

the summer of
1997
come
back to haunt
us?
Perhaps
it has, but
not
in
the
way that one
might expect.
No,
Hanson
is not dead.
In fact, the
pop trio never
left the music
scene,
they
only changed
theirs.
Isaac, 28,
Taylor, 25, and
Zac, 23, have
developed
from teeny bop
sensations to
talented young
entrepreneurs
and philanthro
pists, in addi
tion to artists.
These
men
have been op
erating under
their surname
for over a decade and, although their
more recent music has not reached such
infamy as their first No. 1 hit single, they
are still multi-talented. Writing, singing and playing their own instruments,
these boys have added "husband" and
"father" to their lists of occupations,
Taylor and wife, Natalie, have three

children, Isaac and wife, Nikkie, have
a son and the youngest of the trio, Zac,
now has a son with wife, Kate.
What else has this trio been up to
lately that you might not have known?
Following 1997's "Middle of No
where" and 1999's hit album "This
Time Around," the three boys found
themselves in an identity battle with
their record label. After a long struggle,
Hanson shelled out their hard-earned
cash to create their own record label,
titled "3CG" after their first album, "3
Car Garage." The struggle proved to
be fruitful, causing them to shift their
sound as well as write emotion-infused
lyrics for their next mainstream album.
Underneath" was released in the
spring of 2004. A song you may rec
ognize from this release is "Penny &
Me."
A documentary of their struggle,
"Strong Enough to Break," was released
in 2005 and was showed at the 2006
Hollywood Film festival. Hanson also
did a U.S. college tour allowing stu
dents to view the documentary
and it can now be downloaded
from iTunes.
Hanson recorded their
newest album, "The Walk,"
released spring 2007, in
Africa.
They spent time
there educating themselves
about AIDS. Their interest
in helping find a cure fanned
into their everyday lives,
and they now walk a mile
before every show they play

to inspire change in their fans. Aslo, part
of the proceeds from their merchandise
sales will fund AIDS prevention.
Hanson played their last show of
"The Walk Around the World Tour" at
the San Diego House of Blues on Nov.
16. At 3 p.m., they joined their fans in
a two-mile barefoot walk around down
town San Diego to raise money to buy
shoes for children in Africa.
Everybody Else and Matt Wertz
opened for Hanson. Because it was the
last show on the tour, mischief ensued
while Hanson played pranks on their
openers during their sets. One such
prank was tying Wertz and his friend
Nate's shoes together while they were
playing their acoustic set.
Somehow, Hanson has kept the
magic alive throughout the years. They
had everyone on their feet, jumping and
singing along to each song. Their set
list included songs from their new EP
as well as songs from previous albums.
"MMMBop" was played for old times'
sake, as it is at every one of their shows.
The mixture of acoustic and
electric songs
kept the mood
fluctuating
throughout the
performance.
The end of the
night included a
cake fight with
the audience to
celebrate Isaac's
28th birthday.
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pursuing music until we
got signed. Trace and
Mason both could have
gone the whole Hol
lywood route, and they
definitely have the con
nections, but chose not
to. I think that's another
reason they connect so
well. But now we em
brace the family con
nections; we talk about
"Hannah Montana" and
the cast talks about us.
It's not something we're
hiding. It helps everyone
out, and we all really
support each other.
V: How would you de
scribe your sound?
AI: Like synth-pop.
When they first started
playing together, the
guys were listening to
a lot of Postal Service.
Mason is more into
the classics. He likes
stuff like Simon and
Garfunkel, The Cure,
Prince, and right now
Trace listens to a lot of
Lil Wayne. They are the
main writers, so these
influences show up a
lot in our music. Blake
and I listen to a lot of
eighties stuff, I love
Depeche Mode, and
that new wave eighties
feeling shows up in our
music too. That's really
the beauty of our music,
Mason writes these
catchy new wave hooks
combined with timeless
melodies.

AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITFR

It must be difficult to be taken seri
ously as a band if the two founding
members met on the "Hannah Montana"
set. But it is a feat that Metro Station has
handily accomplished, soaring up the
Billboard charts with their synth-pop,
eighties-inspired catchy tunes. Most
easily identifiable by their chart-topper,
and former iTunes Song of the Week,
"Shake It," Metro Station is coming to
San Diego in a mere six days.
Based in nearby Los Angeles, Metro
Station has built up a following that
extends around the world. They have
opened for such acts as We The Kings,
Boys Like Girls, Good Charlotte and
Simple Plan. Along with the obvious
prestige acquired from touring with
such major names, their single "Shake
It" is certified Platinum by the Record
ing Industry Association of America.
Anthony Improgo, musical veteran
and the oldest member of Metro Sta
tion made time to chat with The Vista.
While I expected a teenager's voice on
the phone, I couldn't have been more
wrong. A soft-spoken 32-year-old, Im
progo joined Metro Station in late 2006
as the percussionist and has been with
them ever since.

The Vista: How did Metro Station get
together?
Anthony Improgo: About two years
ago, Trace [Cyrus] and Mason [Musso]
met on the set of "Hannah Montana."
Both of them have siblings on the show,
Mason's brother, Mitchel and Trace's
sister, Miley. Their parents wanted
them to meet, and when they did, they
really hit it off. The two of them met
Blake [Healy] on MySpace because
they needed another friend to play with,
and they started playing music together.
They wrote "Seventeen Forever" and
posted it on MySpace, and that's when
things got big and labels and manag
ers and all those types started courting
them. That's when I met them, and they
were looking for a drummer, so I joined.
Then we signed with Columbia Records
and Crush Management.
V: How does the "Hannah Montana"
connection affect your band? Has it
been tempting to get pulled into the
whole Disney music scene?
AI: I think when we were just getting
started everyone gave us a hard time.
People just assumed we used those con
nections and got hooked up because of
them, but the irony is that Billy Ray
[Cyrus, Trace's father] and Mason's
parents never even knew about them

V: If you had to pick one
of your tracks to recom
mend, what would it be?
AI: For me, I love playing "Wish You
Were Older" because it has the best
crowd reaction and energy with the
kids. I just love when that kind of stuff
gets going. My second favorite is "Con
trol," which is the last song in our set.
Everyone always gets really into the
song. Kids are crowd surfing, going
crazy, "losing control" so to speak.
V: You refer to your fans as "kids, Are
all of your fans really young?
AI: We're getting early to mid
twenties now that we're on the
radio, adding some fans who
are in college and all of that.
The bigger we get, the older
the crowd it seems. Our eight
ies sound is starting to bring
some late twenties to the
shows. But yeah, right now
our fan base is mostly like
15 to 19.
V: And you guys are pretty
young right? How old are
the members of Metro
Station, if you don't mind
my asking?
AI: Trace and Mason
are 19. The magic there is
that when they were writing the songs

we're playing right now, they were 17.
A lot of our fans connect with that, and
relate to the music because that's stuff
that they're going through; that's why a
lot of our fans are so young. Blake is 26,
and I'm 32. I look and sound like I'm
eighteen, so it is kind of a running joke
with us. I've been in a lot of bands over
the years, and the first time I played with
Metro Station it was a session thing that
just kind of evolved into me joining the
band. It's a big age gap between us, but
if we were all 19 we would self-destruct.
Blake and me are kind of the mom and
dad of the band in a way.
V: What's it like playing with people 13
years younger than yourself?
AI: It's pretty fun, actually. I've been in
bands since I was 16, and I've been in
three major-label bands over the years
before Metro Station. It's cool, but
when I tell fans how old I am, nobody
ever believes me. I'm like, whatever.
It's not like I'm lying!
V: What do you think of your big hit,
"Shake It"?
AI: It was actually the last song to go
on the record. We didn't think it was a
hit or anything. Blake and Mason really
liked it, and really pushed for it...they
really wanted it on the album and I'm
definitely glad we listened to them. So
we put it on the album, then we toured
for a while, and then the next thing we
knew it was everywhere, like [number]
four on the Billboard charts! Even in
ternationally, it's really big. Right now
"Seventeen Forever" is climbing the
charts, but "Shake It" is definitely our
biggest hit so far.
V: Where is your favorite place to play
a show with Metro Station?
AI: I think on this tour, Chicago and
Fort Lauderdale. Those were really,
really good shows. In big cities, kids
get to see so much good music that they
don't get that into it. But in places that
don't get as many acts coming through,
they really get into the shows.
If you are one of the few staying at
USD over Thanksgiving break, do not
despair. Instead, join the screaming
masses of teenagers who will no doubt
be flocking to Soma next Wednesday,
Nov. 26. And if you'll be at home
dreaming of Turkey Day, make sure to
check out their website at metrostationmusic.com. I recommend "Shake It" as
an upbeat guilty pleasure.
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Toreros bested by UCSB in loss
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As a University of San Diego sup
porter, I am sure all of you Torero
faithful fans can relate to me on the fol
lowing scenario. You return home from
college and are applying for a summer
job or eating at a restaurant with your
parents and some of their friends. When
the topic of college comes up, they ask
you, "what college do you go to?" You
respond, "University of San Diego."
They respond with a gleeful, "oh how
do you like UC San Diego" or "how do
you like San Diego State?"
Nothing could possibly make me
angrier than people screwing up such a
simple difference. So after the UNLVUSD basketball game this past week
end, 1 decided to check Yahoo Sports to
see if they had written anything about
the game.To my surprise, i was'directed
to a link that read, "UNLV beats UC San
Diego." I'm sorty, I thought UC San
Diego was a Division II program, that
USD plays to tune up for opponents like
UNLV. For some reason, they continue
to make this mistake by labeling the
USD Toreros as UC San Diego. To make
things even more frustrating, if you look
up the game on that website, as of press
time, the site still has the same UC San
Diego title listed.
It's only Yahoo who makes this mis
take right? Wrong. I was watching the
St. Mary's versus Fresno State game last
night on ESPN and the game featured
some great highlights from a player all
USD fans should despise for his poten
tial to harm the Toreros season; Patty
Mills. As I am watching Mills hit three
pointer after three pointer, the 2007
2008 WCC regular season standings
flashed across the screen. The logos next
to the teams were correct, until I saw the
logo they placed next to USD. Ladies
and gentlemen, ESPN took our school
name and matched it with a San Diego
State Aztecs logo.
True, I may be looking too far into
this, but USD should not tolerate the
mistakes made by these media outlets.
I, for one, would never ever want to be
associated with SDSU when it comes to
their school and basketball team. They
are our on-court .rivals, enemies and
targets, whatever you want to call them.
For a respected television station and
website to confuse the Torero blue with
Division II UC San Diego and the ugly
black and red of San Diego State frus
trates and upsets me. This type of dis
respect should not go unnoticed, and it
will not go unnoticed once people in the
city of San Diego realize that the more
talented basketball team resides on top
of the hill in the Jenny Craig Pavilion.

At a university where school spirit
is not exactly popular and attending
sporting events seems to be a hassle,
basketball has given students some
thing to cheer about. And while the men
were on the court playing Gonzaga for
a WCC championship some may have
failed to realize that the women had al
ready done so.
The game against the Division II Tri
tons offered the Toreros little trouble as
they defeated UCSD 66-51.
Senior Amber Sprague led the charge
with 21 points and seven rebounds.
Sprague, the most experienced member
of the Torero squad, only saw 21 min
utes in the game but was named player
of the game when it was all over.
Senior Kiva Herman and junior
Morgan Henderson also helped lead an
inexperienced squad. Herman provided
10 points and seven rebounds of her
own in 28 minutes of play. Henderson
accounted for seven points and three
rebounds in only 17 minutes of play.
Herman and Henderson sparked some
hustle out of the team with a series of
blocks and charges early in the second
half.
Freshman Dominique Conners saw
significant time in her first game with

the team. Conners, a point guard from
Oceanside, Calif., looked to fill the
shoes of graduated star Amanda Rego
and she didn't disappoint. Conners
handled the ball well and ran the of
fense with confidence. Sophomore Sara
VanderHorst, who red-shirted her first
year with the team, also saw significant
minutes as.she inputed six points and
three assists. VanderHorst went 3-for-6
on shooting.
The Toreros finished the game 27-61
from the field and 11-19 from the freethrow line.
The team also had their first road
game of the season Sunday against UC
Santa Barbara. The Toreros lost the seasaw battle 75-66. Sprague again led the
team with 31 points and five rebounds.
Herman and sophomore Sam Child
helped in the effort with seven points
apiece. Child also had a team higfi six
rebounds.
The Gauchos opened the game with
a 17-7 run that led to a 35-25 halftime
lead. The Toreros responded in the
second half with a 10-2 run of their
own. The Toreros pulled within two
with 10 minutes remaining but the Gau
chos never surrendered the lead.
The Toreros are 1-1 and look to add
one more to the win column Saturday
against Cal Poly in the Jenny Craig Pa
vilion.

WEEK IN SPORTS
Women's Swimming
Nike Cup
All day
ong Beach. Calif.

2ft

Women's Basketball
Cal Poly
2 p.m.
San Diego. Calif.

Football
UC Davis
6 p.m.
San Diego, Calif.

Women's Cross Country
NCAA Championship
9 a.m.
Teste Haute. Ind.

Men's Cross Country
NCAA Championship
9 a.m.
Terre Haute, Ind.

!4

:Tfi

Women's Volleyball
Yale
5 p.m.
San Diego, Calif.

Woman's Basketball
San Diego State
7:30 PM
Diego. Calif. @ USD

H
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Volleyball suffers tough loss to St. Mary's
Bounces back to defeat Santa Clara to end the week
KIVA HERMAN
STAFF WRITFR

The University of San Diego women's
volleyball team enountered a tough two
game stretch. The first game they played
was against St. Mary's and the Toreros
were unable to recover from their early
mistakes as they dropped their second
conference game of the season.
The Gaels took an early advantage
in the match winning the first two sets.
In the first set, both teams battled back
and forth and SMC closed out the set
25-22. In the second set, SMC was able
to take advantage of several USD errors
and jumped out to a 10-4 lead. USD
then returned the favor with a 5-2 run
but the Gaels responded with a 7-2 run
to finish out the set 25-14. USD fought
back and won the third set 25-21 but the
Gaels regained momentum to jump to a
21-15 lead to win the fourth set to finish
with 25-21 victory. USD is now tied
for first place in the WCC at 9-2 with
the San Francisco Dons. With the win,
the Gaels improve to 19-6 overall and
move to 9-3 in the WCC, good enough
for third place.
Three Toreros had double-digit kills;
Ali Troost recorded 17 kills, Amy DeGroot contributed 13 and Torey Ellick
added 10. Also contributed were Jessica
Nyrop, who recorded a game high 46
assists, and Andrea Csaszi recorded 19.
On Saturday afternoon the Toreros
faced No. 21 Santa Clara Broncos at
their final WCC conference match up at
the Jenny Craig Pavilion. USD was able

to bounce back and sweep the Broncos
3-0 (25-22, 25-21, 25-17). With the
victory, the Toreros improved to 20-4
overall and move to 10-2 in the WCC,
while the Broncos fell to 17-8 Overall
and 8-5 in the WCC.
DeGroot had 17 kills and Troost had
13 kills. Nyrop recorded a game high
39 assists to lead USD offense and
Csaszi also recored a game high 17
digs. In sets one and two, both teams
went back and forth in taking the lead
over each over. But USD's offense
was strong enough to finish out both
sets (25-22, 25-21). In the third
and final set, the Toreros took the
momentum early and kept it
going. With the score knot

ted at 4-4, a Colleen Carlson kill ignited
a 10-3 USD run and the team continued
with a 25-17 victory to win the match
in three sets.
The Toreros will return to action in
their final WCC games today as they
travel to Los Angeles this weekend to
play Loyola Marymount and then
they will take on Pepperdine.

Jessica Nyrop,right, has been having a great season, leading the Toreros in assists.
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Football's homefield advantage keys victory over Butler

The team prepares for showdown with UC Davis in final game of season
DARREN FEENEY
STAFF WRITFR
It was a record-breaking night at
Torero Stadium Saturday as San Diego
cruised to a 34-17 victory over Butler
University (6-4, 4-3 PFL). John Mat
thews set two school receiving records
and Sebastian Trujillo threw four
touchdown passes, improving to a 6-2
record in the Pioneer Football League
standings behind Dayton and Jackson
ville both tied for first at 6-1.
Trujillo threw a pair of touchdowns
to Matthews, who caught a schoolrecord 14 passes for 187 yards. Mat
thews, a fifth-year senior, also set the
San Diegc^ single-season receiving
yardage record with 1,317. Matthews
continued to make his case for being
one of the nation's top receivers and has
now caught a touchdowri in 13 straight
games dating back to last season. Al
ready the Toreros' career leader in
touchdown receptions, he also added to
his single-season records for receptions
with 89 and touchdown receptions with
20. He will need just 29 yards in his
final game in Torero blue next week to
become the all-time leader in receiving
yards, a mark set at 3,482.
The Toreros struck first blood on
their second possession of the game
when Trujillo capped off a 12-play 77yard drive with a 10-yard touchdown
pass to senior Ben Hannula to put USD

up 7-0. With 11:34 remaining in the
second quarter, San Diego added to
their lead as Matthews caught his first
of two touchdowns on the evening, a
5-yard reception from Trujillo to give
USD a 14-0 advantage.
Butler then found some rhythm
responding with 10 points of their
own, cutting the lead to four at
14-10 going into halftime. Butler
scored its 10 points on a Jordan
Quirox 28-yard field goal
and a Matt Kobli 1-yard
touchdown run that
capped off a 10 play
82-yard drive for the
Bulldogs.
San Diego added
to their lead with a
four-play
67-yard
drive, resulting in a
Hannula 8-yard touch
down reception from
Trujillo, putting them
ahead 21-10. USD
would then extend their
lead to a comfortable
17 with 6*29 remain
Trujillo found his Senior Ben Hannula has been a versatile player; playing quarterback as well as wide receiver.
ing as ~
favorite target Matthews for his second yards on the evening to go along with Pilkington added four. USD totaled 439
30-yard score. After Butler cut the lead the touchdown. Trujillo completed 22- yards of offense to Butler's 322.
Despite the sucessful regular season,
to 10 on a Dan Bohrer 23-yard reception, of-31 passes on the night for 258 yards
both Jacksonville and Dayton were
San Diego put the game out of reach on to go along with four touchdowns and
able to win their games on Saturday
a Matt Jelmini 14-yard touchdown run one interception.
with 2:46 to go, putting the game at its
Loka Kanongataa led the Toreros officially eliminating the Toreros from
final of 34-17. Jelmini had 104 rushing defense recording 11 tackles and Derek postseason contention.

Congratulations to

Professor JJ Schlichtman
Assistant Professor of Sociology
for being selected as

Professor of the Game

If you have a professor you would like to be nominated as Professor of the
Game, please e-mail aspresident@sandiego.edu with the name of the professor,
what they teach, and 3 or 4 sentences on why you are nominating them.

gf San Diego
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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USD loses heartbreaker to UNLV, but destroys UNR
Toreros unable to pull the upset in Vegas, but roll over Nevada with ease
USD vs. UNLV
JUSTIN SAKS
STAFF WRITFR
Though the season is young, the To
reros have already faced a fair share of
adversity. Leading up to their season
opening game at the Thomas and Mack
Center in Las Vegas, it was unknown
if senior center Gyno Pomare would
play. It turned out Pomare wasn't the
only starter for the Toreros that would
be inactive for the game.
Sophomore Trumaine Johnson, the
starting point guard, was suspended
not only for the season opener but will
miss at least the first five games for
"behavior unbecoming a USD student
athlete," said head coach Bill Grear in
the San Diego Union Tribune. Sopho
more reserve Clinton Houston will
face at least a six game suspension
with his reinstatement contingent on
meeting certain criteria set by Grier.
Junior starter De'Jon Jackson was
also inactive for the game because of a
knee injury suffered during an exhibi
tion game.
"Obviously this puts us at a huge
loss to start the season, and I can't
express how disappointed I am," Grier
said. "It is very upsetting that it has
come to this. But I have to look at
the long-term good of this program in
making decisions like this."
Joining starters Brandon Johnson
and Rob Jones was sophomore guard
Devin Ginty and transfers Matt Dorr
and Roberto Mafra. In the first 10 min
utes of the game, the Toreros struggled
to hit their shots. They went zero for
six with two turnovers allowing the
UNLV Rebels an early 12-4 lead.

Senior guard Danny Brown provid
ed a spark off the bench connecting on
all of his three pointers in the first half
to help the Toreros get back into the
game. At halftime, the Toreros trailed
the Rebels by a score of 34-29.
The Toreros took the lead on three
different occasions in the second half.
With 2:34 to go in the game the To
reros led 58-57. The Rebels stormed
back though and scored the next six
points to put the game out of reach
for the Toreros. The final score was
65-60.
"It was a tough loss for us. You
can't really think of the fact we were
short handed. They have to put five on
the court just like we do," Brown said.
"It was Dorr and Mafra's first Divi
sion I game in a hostile environment,
and they did a tremendous job."
Jones led the Toreros with his first
double-double of the season with
19 points and 10 rebounds. Despite
shooting poorly in the game, Brandon
Johnson scored 14 points to go along
with five assists and three steals. For
the Rebels, Wink Adams scored 19
points and freshman Oscar Bellfield
added 13.
The Toreros showed their depth and
were able to hold their own against the
defending Mountain West Conference
champions. Later on in the season, es
pecially in conference play and in the
West Coast Conference tournament
the Toreros might be able to benefit
from the early challenges they had to
face.
"There is no such thing as a moral
victory for us, but we can find posi
tives in the way we competed even
though we were without some of our
pieces," Brown said.

Senior guard Brandon Johnson was on fire from the three point line all game.

Sophomore forward Rob Jones led the Toreros with 42 combined points in both
games. Junior forward Robert Mafra played well in his first two career starts.

USD vs. Nevada
RAYMOND AYALA
SPORTS EDITOR

The Toreros went into the game
thinking it was going to be a challenge.
Instead they were able to control the
game from start to finish with ease.
They knew they were going to be with
out starting sophomore guard Trumaine
Johnson, yet freshman guard Matt Dorr
had another great defensive game in his
place. The Toreros welcomed a Nevada
team that was led by sophomore guard
Armon Johnson and former McDon
ald's High School Ail-American fresh
man forward Luke Babbitt.
The game started with a Torero run
led by a couple of three pointers by
senior guard Brandon Johnson. In the
middle of the first half, the Toreros wel
comed back senior center Gyno Pomare
from an unspecified suspension. The
crowd erupted for Pomare as he made
his season debut going 6-for-7 from the
field with 12 points and four rebounds.
The pace of the game was set by the
Toreros, as they went 16-for-24 shoot
ing in the first half giving themselves a
37-27 lead.
The second half started out slow for
both teams, as numerous mistakes were
made and no points were scored. That
quickly changed as sophomore forward
Rob Jones began to toy with the Wolf
Pack. He was driving to the hoop with

ease and draining shots from all over
the court. Jones went 10-12 from .the
field, while adding 23 points and five
rebounds.
Jones had the envious task of
guarding Nevada's star Babbitt, and
shut him down allowing Babbitt to
only score three points total in the
game. "Going into the game he [Bab
bitt] was a big part of their plan. I
have played him in AAU before, and
I have had a little time against him. I.
got into his head a little bit, but he's
only a freshman so he still has time
to grow. I wish him the best of luck,"
Jones said.
Head coach Bill Grier was pleased
with the Toreros' performance, "I
really felt there was a lot of good
things. I didn't feel we managed the
end of the second half, but it was
overall a very good effort."
This week the Toreros will head to
the U.S. Virgin Islands to participate
in the Paradise Jam Tournament. This
tournament is considered one of the
best in the nation and includes teams
such as Connecticut, Miami (FL) and
Wisconsin. However, the Toreros are
not going to get ahead of themselves
quite yet.
"We need to have greater attention
to detail, but you know we don't get
to play those teams until we win, so
we are focused on Valparaiso right
now," Grier said.

